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TRAVEL REQUIREMENTS: impact on the 
industry and what Government must do now.

The traffic light system has failed to deliver a meaningful restart to international travel resulting 
in a lost summer for many travel businesses. It’s time the Government capitalised on the vaccine 
rollout and stopped the UK falling further behind our European competitors. Stability will be 
crucial to rebuild consumer confidence, reopen more destinations and get people travelling again.

Route to recovery 
The Government must use October’s strategic review to open up travel. 
It should:
•  End the traffic light system and instead treat all destinations 

as open by default. 

•  Retain a short red list only for the management of known 
variants of concern. 

•  End the widespread use of PCR testing by removing the need 
for fully vaccinated travellers to do any COVID-19 test on  
their return from lower-risk countries.

The Government also needs to recognise the detrimental impact its policies have had on travel 
companies’ ability to trade and generate income by providing a package of tailored financial support 
for travel agents and tour operators to help businesses through the crisis.

New summer 
bookings down

83%
on 2019

69%
businesses using 

furlough expect to 
make redundancies 

when the scheme ends 

41%
are not confident 
they’ll be able to 

meet repayments to 
Government supported 

loan schemes

UK falling behind other countries
The UK was much slower than other countries at opening up international travel and when it did, 
travellers faced significant restrictions for much of the summer. This is in stark contrast to the EU 
whose citizens have, for quite some time, been able to travel without restriction if they have been 
double vaccinated. 
This approach is putting the UK travel industry – and UK connectivity – at risk. Data from Airports 
Council International Europe suggest air travel bookings across Europe are at around 60% of 
pre-COVID levels, compared to 30% in the UK.

Source ABTA Member survey September 2021.

Counting the cost
The impact Government travel requirements have had on the UK’s overseas travel industry:

226,000
travel related jobs lost
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